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Abstract
Different types of flywheel energy storage systems have been studied in this work. A flywheel energy storage
system can be thought of as a mechanical battery that stores energy kinetic energy. The objective is to maximize the
energy density of the system. However, the parameters that we change to increase the energy stored in the system
might cause the system to collapse if we exceed the maximum allowable stress (the yield strength of the flywheel’s
rotor material), hence, a stress analysis study for flywheel rotors is essential in order for us to find out if a rotor is
capable of withstanding the given conditions in order to avoid failure. The challenge is to reduce the stress on the
rotor in order for us to be able to have a greater angular speed. The results show that having a very large or very
low number of spokes will cause failure to occur faster. A large number of spokes caused the failure to occur on the
spokes, whereas a small number of spokes caused failure to occur on the rim of the rotor.
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Introduction
Energy storage technology has been used for centuries in various
applications. The need to store energy using a mechanical method has
followed a distinctive pattern during the past few decades [1]. One
such method of storage is flywheel technology. The main elements of a
flywheel energy storage system are the rotor, magnetic bearings, motor/
generator, and containment [2]. A flywheel energy storage system is
unlike chemical or electrical storage systems as it stores energy in the
form of a rotating mass (kinetic energy). The utilisation of a flywheel,
an essential mechanical concept, has been refined using sophisticated
modern technology to give the system very high efficiency for long
periods of time. The rotor is hung inside a partial vacuum (reduced
pressure) rigid containment, which prevents friction-losses from the
air and protects the surroundings from any sudden failure [3]. In order
to ensure that the rotor is running smoothly and the friction factor
is minimised, the rotating mass is suspended by magnetic bearings.
When the system is in the charging mode, the motor/generator works
as a motor, the electrical energy that is supplied to the system is used to
apply torque to the rotor, which rotates and stores the energy as kinetic
energy. Conversely, the motor/generator works as a generator to
transform the kinetic energy stored in the system into electrical energy
when the system is in use [4].
One example of a flywheel energy storage system is the “Gyrobus”,
which was developed in 1953 with the intention of giving an alternative
solution to the battery-electric buses for more efficient, quieter, and
lower-frequency routes [5]. Today, flywheel energy storage systems
have a wide range of applications. One example of a recent flywheel
application is in power conditioning (to improve the machine when
there is a mismatch between the device that requires input and the
motor generated output which would cause instability [1]). Another
beneficial application is using flywheel technology in hybrid vehicles,
where kinetic energy is usually dissipated as heat energy via friction
in the breaking plates when stopping the vehicle. However, in some
hybrid vehicles, instead of wasting the kinetic energy as heat, it is taken
from the gear to spin the rotor, hence preserving energy for vehicle
acceleration which will require the engine to produce less energy. The
engine therefore only needs to produce the power needed to overcome
the steady-state loss and will not be required to provide full power
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to move the vehicle, thereby causing the vehicle to use less fuel and
accelerate more rapidly [6].
Flywheel energy storage systems (FESS) are mainly used for high
power, low energy applications which need a large number of cycles
and they are especially attractive for applications requiring repetitive
cycling. Such mechanical batteries also have several advantages over
chemical, biological, or electrical batteries. They have the ability to
store more energy and their substantial durability allows them to
be cycled repeatedly with no impact on the system’s performance.
Moreover, they have quick response and ramp rates, which allow them
to go from complete discharge to full charge in very short time; they
can also endure many partial and full charge-discharge cycles with little
wear per cycle [7].

Theoretical Background
Energy density
It is the aim of any flywheel designer to maximize the energy stored
in the flywheel. Flywheel energy storage systems use kinetic energy
stored in a rotating mass therefore eliminating any frictional losses.
An electric energy motor rotates the mass via an integrated motor/
generator device. The energy is supplied by converting the kinetic
energy into electrical energy using the same motor/generator. The
energy capacity of a flywheel is directly proportional to the rotor’s
moment of inertia multiplied by the square of its angular speed. To
maximize the energy with respect to the mass, the flywheel is rotated at
the maximum possible angular velocity [7].
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Ek = 1 I ω 2
2
We can say that a flywheel’s energy density is defined as the amount
of energy that can be stored in its rotor per unit mass or volume. This
can also be related to the enthalpy per unit volume [8].

Material name

Density
(kg/m3)

Max. stress
(MPa)

Energy
density
(MJ/m3)

Specific
energy
(kJ/kg)

Aluminium

2700

500

251

93

Steel

7800

800

399

51

Glass (E/Epoxy)

2000

1000

500

250

Moment of inertia

Graphite (HM/epoxy)

1580

750

374

237

Flywheel energy storage systems store energy in the form of kinetic
energy as a rotating mass in the rotor. The amount of energy that a
rotor carries changes according to the moment of inertia, and with the
square of the angular speed of the rotating mass. The moment of inertia
is defined to be the integral of the square of a certain distance from the
axis of rotation to the differential mass. Generally we can say that the
capacity of flywheel storage can be determined by the polar moment
of inertia and the maximum safe angular velocity that the rotor can
withstand. The cyclic torque variation, the allowable speed variation,
and the maximum energy necessary are the main components in
determining the required inertia; however, the safe running speed
varies according to the material properties and the geometry of the
rotor [7].

Graphite (HS/Epoxy)

1600

1500

752

470

For a rotor the dominant shape is a solid cylinder: I = 1 mr 2
2
m = 1 r 4 ρ aπ
2
But as the shape that we are dealing with is a hollow cylindrical
flywheel consists of steel rim attached to a shaft with a web we find:

m ( ro2 + ri 2 ) π a ρ ( ro4 + ri 4 )
=
I =
4
4
Spinning speed
Rapidly rotating rotors encounter significant centrifugal forces.
Whilst a dense material allows for a large energy density capacity, it
actually poses a higher risk of failure due to a higher centrifugal force,
when running at lower rotational speeds in comparison to low-density
materials. Thus, tensile strength is more important than the density
of the material [9]. Flywheels with relatively low spinning speed are
designed from steel and revolve with an angular velocity up to 10,000
rpm. However, advanced energy density flywheel energy storage
systems, which accommodate rotational speeds of up to 100,000 rpm,
are achievable if designed under the following constraints:
1. Using fiberglass resins or polymer materials with a high specific
strength for the rotor.
2. Spinning the rotor in a vacuum in order to minimize the
aerodynamic drag.
3. Spinning the rotor at high frequency.
4. Using magnetic bearing technology to provide high angular
speed.
The maximum allowable rotational speed for a flywheel rotor varies
according to the ability of the material of the rotor to withstand the
force that is applied to it (tensile strength). The main force we are to
consider is the centrifugal forces. Hence, energy density (energy per
unit volume) and specific energy (energy per unit mass) are shown
σ
accordingly in the following equations: Ev = Kσ θ , u ; Em = K θ , u
ρ
For instance the following Table 1 shows a comparison between
characteristics of flywheels composed of different materials.
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Table 1: Materials with their corresponding density and maximum stress, to
compare between their energy density and specific energy.

A flywheel having low density and high tensile strength materials
will allow us to obtain a high specific-energy rotor, which will allow
a higher rotational speed (an example of that is modern composite
materials). On the other hand, metals generally have a large density
which allow a relatively high energy density to be obtained, but does
not allow high rotational speeds, which also gives them a lower price
than composite materials.

Rotor’s size and shape
The shape factor is a dimensionless factor which depends mainly on
the geometrical shape of the design, other factors that also have impact
on the shape factor are the physical properties (isotropy, material,
lamination, etc.), and the stress distribution. The shape factor is also
known as the linear scaling factor between the stored energy density by
a rotor and its specific strength.
When we have a limited stress case the shape factor is a measure of
the shape efficiency of the rotor. The maximum value is 1 for the ideal
isotropic rotor with the Stodola shape (a nano-scale rotor supported
on a cantilevered multi-wall carbon nanotube shaft). The Stodola rotor
has a constant stress profile and infinite radius. The range for a practical
isotropic rotor is between 0.3 for a thick isotropic rim with a vanishingly
small centre bore and 0.8 [9]. See Table 2 for some examples.

Stress analysis
For flywheels with a simple rim, the maximum energy density varies
according to the tensile strength of the material as: Ev ,max = 1 σ max ;
2
σ
Em ,max = 1 max
2 ρ
The maximum specific energy can be calculated from the following
equation:
Hence, we can achieve maximum energy storage capacity by
choosing low density, high tensile strength materials. Energy density
and specific density are important factors, where the respective level of
importance is determined by the application. For instance, mass energy
density is a major factor in transportation applications [7,10].
Three-dimensional interactions of stresses are to be taken in
consideration for such a study. These interactions will limit the
allowed angular velocity of the rotor, and hence limit the maximum
allowable energy density [11]. For such a design, the axial stress has an
insignificant effect on the rotor, so we are left to study the radial stress
and the hoop stress (σγ,σθ respectively).
For a hollow circular cylinder rotor design:
•

The radial stress can be determined by the following equation:

σ r=



r 2r 2
3+ v
× ρω 2 ×  ro2 + ri 2 − o 2i − r 2 
r
8
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Geometry shape

Sectional view

Shape Factor

Disc

1.00

Modified constant
stress disc

0.93

Conical disc

0.81

Flat unpierced disc

0.61

by using the following methods:

o Calculating the maximum torque of the rotating shaft.
o The minimum braking time.
o When the flywheel works as a pulley, we can calculate the torque

by determining the force difference exerted on the rope between the
power and slack sides.

 For a thin rim, the hub will experience the maximum bending
stress on the spokes (we assume that the spokes do not erode more than
the 25%) [4].
•

Thin firm

0.50

Shaped bar

0.50

The bending stress on the hub can be calculated from equation:

T ( ra − rh )
Z s N s ra

σ2 =

Results and Discussion
Theoretical calculation

Rim with web

0.40

Single bar

0.33

Flat pierced bar

0.31

Table 2: Shape factor K, for varius geometry shapes and their corresponding
values) [10].

•

The hoop stress can be determined by the following equation:

σ θ=


r r
3+ v
1 + 3v 
× ρω 2 ×  ro2 + ri 2 +
− r2 ×

8
r
3+ v 

2 2
o i
2

In considering the effects of the spokes for a rotor with bending, we
will first assume that all of the spokes have a constant cross-sectional
area using Castigliano’s theorem [12]. The tensile stress in a thin rotor
(including bending), can be calculated using the following method:
First, calculate the intermediate values: f1 =

f 2 = f1 −
•
=
σ

1
 sin 2α α 
×
+ 
2sin 2 α  4
2

Ar 2 f
A
1
cos β ;
, f3 = a 2 + f1 + , f 4 =
I
As
f3 sin α
2α

The values f1f2f3f4 are then substituted into the beam equation:
ra2 ρω 2 
Ar 
f
1 
× 1 − 4 + a ×  f 4 −

3
3
g
Z
f
r
3α  



The flywheel studied in this set of experiments was made of cast
iron (density of 0.283 lb/in3) with a rectangular rim with thickness of 5
inch and width of11inch, it had an average radius of 48 inch. The hub
of the rotor had a radius of 5.2 inch. The design had 8 spokes, each of
them had an area of11inch2. This rotor is to spin at a maximum speed of
400 rpm which produces a maximum possible torque of 4000 lb.ft (with
the assumption that the maximum stress occurs at the inner surface of
the rotor’s rim) [12].
•

First we calculate the following parameters

A =( 5 ) × (11) =55 inch 2

2π ( 400 )
( 5) =
= 41.9 rad / sec, I =×
11
114.6 inch 4 ,
60
12
3

=
ω

11
Z r =×

( 5)

2

45.8 inch3
=

6

, α = 22.5 degrees(π/8); β = π/8

Zs =
π × ( 2.65 )( 5.29 ) / 32 =
7.28 inch3
•

Next the intermediate values


π  π 
 sin 2  8   8  
 + =
  1.274
=
×
f1
4
2 
2 π  
2sin   

8 

1

f2 =
1.274 −

1
7.6 ×10−4
=
π 
2 
8

2
Note: when calculating the beam equation, the sign of the section
( 55)( 48) ( 7.6 ×10−4 )
( 55)
f3
=
+=
(1.274 ) +
(11)
(114.6 )
modulus is substituted as a positive value for the external face of the
rim, and as a negative value for the inner face.

7.11

π 

cos  
•
In addition, we can calculate the stress in the spokes
8
=
f4 =
0.34
separately by using the following equation:
π 

σ
=
2

ρ ra2ω 2 

4 A 3r 2 
×3+
−

6g
f3 As ra2 


Note: Bending stresses in the spokes will occur, as the energy is
exchanged with the flywheel [13]. We can calculate the resultant torque
Global J Technol Optim
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( 7.11) sin 


8

•
To calculate the stresses, the values are substituted into the
beam theory equation as follows:
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2

•
from:

2




 ( 0.34 ) ( 55 )( 48 ) 

1
  =3666
× 1 −
+
×  ( 0.34 ) −
π
3
3
×
−
45.8



(
) 
( 7.11)    


8
  



The maximum stress applied on a spoke can then be found

( 0.283)( 48) ( 41.9 )
6 ( 32.2 × 12 )
2

=
σ1

2

Triangle shape Max. angular velocity vs. No of
spokes

psi

2

4 ( 55 )
3 ( 5.2 ) 
×3+
=
−
 2850 psi

( 7.11)(11) ( 48)2 


135
Angular Velocity (rad/s)

( 48) ( 0.283)( 41.9 )
( 32.2 ×12 )

=
σ

Note: the prototype designed was mainly based on this example,
hence, in order to ensure that the modelled study is accurate; the
maximum stress applied on the spoke should match the theoretical
value obtained from the previous equation.
•

130
125
120
115
110
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of spokes

Figure 3: Angular velocity versus No. of spokes for the triangle shape.

The bending stress in the spokes can be obtained from:
4000 )( 48 − 5.2 )
(=
( 7.28)(8)( 48)

=
σ2

No. of spokes

61 psi

The total stress applied on the spoke is the sum of σ1 and σ2 = 2910 psi

Study results
Triangle shape: From Table 3 we can see that the 8 -spoke rotor,
with maximum stress at 41.9 rad/s is 2973.4 psi, which is very close to
the theoretical value (2880.0 psi) (Figure 1). The emerging trend from
these results, which is highlighted in Figure 2, shows that when we
have very large or small number of spokes the stress is generally higher,
No. of spokes

Stress on the rim
at 41.9 rad/s (psi)

Max. stress at 41.9
rad/s (psi)

Max. angular
speed (rad/s)

10

4270.9

5694.4

112.4

8

1705.9

2973.4

97.6

6

2598.4

4164.2

130.9

4

2897.5

4810.2

115.3

2

3429.5

4839.1

123.1

Stress on the rim
at 41.9 rad/s (psi)

Max. stress at 41.9
rad/s (psi)

Max. angular
speed (rad/s)

10

2393.6

4103.0

133.4

8

1083.6

2829.5

160.8

6

1111.6

2667.1

165.6

4

1331.1

2281.3

177.8

2

1993.1

3985.6

134.4

Table 4: Results obtained from Solid works for the circular shape.

Figure 4: The general shape of the circular design.

Table 3: Results obtained from Solid works for the triangle shape.

Circular shape stresses
4500
4000

Stress (psi)

3500
3000
2500
2000

Stress on the rim

1500

Average stress

1000
500
0

Figure 1: The general shape of the triangle design.

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of spokes

Figure 5: Stress versus No. of Spokes, for the circular shape.

Triangle shape stresses
6000

Stress (psi)

5000
4000
3000

Stress on the rim

2000

Average Stress

1000
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of spokes

Figure 2: Stress versus No. of Spokes, for the triangle shape.
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whereas for an intermediate number of spokes the stress is generally
lower. Figure 3 shows the angular velocity for the different spoke
numbers in this particular design. For 6 spokes the angular velocity
is highest, and then decreases until 10 spokes are reached. However
we would expect that 4 spokes would have a higher angular velocity
than is actually shown in Figure 3. This could be because the deformed
shape of the 4-spoke rotor tends to be more square-like, which would
impede the angular velocity to a greater extent than for example the
2-spoke rotor.
Circular shape: From Table 4 the same trend was observed with
the circular shape (Figure 4), as backed up by Figure 5. In addition to
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Shape 1: From Table 5 it is shown again that with shape 1 (Figure
7), stress is generally less when we have 8 or 6 spokes in the rotor, thus
a higher maximum allowable angular speed is available. On the other

Shape 1 Max. angular velocity
200
180
Angular Velocity (rad/s)

this there was generally a lower overall stress on the rim compared to
the triangular shape. This lower stress allows for a higher maximum
angular speed, shown in Figure 6, which increases the energy density of
the system. The lower maximum stress could be due to the stress being
more evenly distributed on the rotor further from the center, which
would thus lead to a higher maximum angular velocity.

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Circular shape Max. angular velocity

0

2

4

200
180
Angular Velocity (rad/s)

6

8

10

12

No. of spokes

Figure 9: Angular velocity versus No. of Spokes, for shape 1.

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of spokes

Figure 6: Angular velocity versus No. of Spokes, for the circular shape.
No. of spokes Stress on the rim
at 41.9 rad/s (psi)

Max. stress at
41.9 rad/s (psi)

Max. angular speed
(rad/s)

10

1841.2

2454.7

171.5

8

1319.1

2637.4

164.8

6

1383.7

2075.3

186.3

4

2159.0

3088.3

153.4

2

2367.9

4733.8

122.3

Table 5: Results obtained from Solid works for shape 1.

Figure 10: The general shape of the plain design.

No. of spokes

Stress on the rim
at 41.9 rad/s (psi)

Max. stress at
41.9 rad/s (psi)

Max. angular speed
(rad/s)

0

390.8

1171.3

253.8

Table 6: Results obtained from Solid works for the plain shape.

hand, with 2 and 4 spokes the stress is higher and its angular speed is
lowest. But it is also interesting to note that for the 10 spoke variation
the stress is also relatively low, with a high angular speed, as shown in
Figures 8 and 9. It could be that this particular shape has a different
threshold and can withstand a higher number of spokes before the
stress exceeds the yield strength. This may be due to the geometry of the
shape or the distance of the hole from the centre of the rotor. However
to explore this possibility further studies would have to be undertaken.
Plain shape: In a separate study the plain design in Figure 10 was
considered, which has a smaller diameter to maintain the same mass
of the original rotor (Table 6). The design followed the same materials,
fixture, connectors, and load details as the previous study; the only
difference was the outer diameter of the rim which was reduced to 1.8 inch.

Figure 7: The general shape 1 design.

Shape 1 stresses
5000
4500
4000
Stress (psi)

3500
3000
2500
2000

Stress on the rim

1500

Average stress

1000
500
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of spokes

Figure 8: Stress versus No. of Spokes, for shape 1.
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The rotor is connected through the hollow core of the hub in
the center to the drive shaft. Although the plain design is capable
of achieving very high angular speed an optimal design (as seen
previously) for the hub can help reduce the stress distribution in the
rotor and eventually increase stored energy in addition to dissipating
the heat from the rotor by increasing the surface area of the design.
However, it should be taken in consideration that a very large or
very small number of spokes might disturb the stress distribution. A
large number of spokes will limit the thickness of the spokes to fit all the
holes on the design. This will then cause failure to occur on the spokes.
A small number of spokes will cause failure to occur on the rim of the
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rotor as the rim must become thinner with thicker spokes to maintain
the same mass for all designs [13].

Conclusion
The results of this study showed that when having 2- or 10-spoke
flywheels, failure occurred faster for the triangular and circular
shapes. This leads to a reduction in the maximum allowable angular
velocity before the rotor material reaches the maximum yield strength;
therefore less energy was stored in the system. Shape 1 however showed
high stress with 2 spokes, but at 10 spokes the stress was still relatively
low, which suggests that the stress threshold may be higher for this
shape. Generally a large number of spokes caused the failure to occur
on the spokes as the thickness of the spokes reduces; on the other hand
a small number of spokes caused failure on the rim of the rotor as the
thickness of the rim reduced in order to maintain the same mass.
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